Spatial mode detection by frequency up-conversion
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The efficient creation and detection of spatial modes of light has become topical of late, driven by the need to increase photon-bit-rates in classical and quantum communications. Such mode creation/detection is traditionally achieved with tools based on linear optics. Here we put forward a new spatial mode detection technique based on the nonlinear optical process of sum-frequency generation. We outline the concept theoretically and demonstrate it experimentally with intense laser beams carrying orbital angular momentum and Hermite-Gaussian modes. Finally, we show that the method can be used to transfer an image from the infrared band to the visible, which implies the efficient conversion of many spatial modes. © 2018 Optical Society of America
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There has been tremendous development in methods to create and detect optical spatial modes, in particular complex structured light fields [1], fueled by the desire for higher bit-rates in classical and quantum communication [2–4]. Employing a variety of concepts and implementations, the creation step may be achieved by refractive or diffractive field mapping, allowing lossless phase and amplitude modulation of an input beam [5], or by single step modulation of the phase and/or amplitude. These approaches have been implemented by a variety of techniques: with dynamic phase by diffractive and free-form refractive optics, more commonly today with spatial light modulators (SLMs) [6, 7], by geometric phase using liquid crystal technology [8], meta-materials and meta-surfaces [9], and so on.

The detection step may be realized by running the aforementioned approaches in reverse, exploiting the reciprocity of light [10]. For example, if a particular hologram converts a Gaussian beam into some desired mode, then passing this mode through the same hologram in reverse produces a Gaussian beam, which may be coupled into a single mode fiber (SMF) to form a mode sensitive detector. This concept can be expanded to general phase-flattening [11] and modal decomposition [12, 13] to detect any spatial state quantitatively. Optical transformations may also be employed and have been successfully demonstrated for detection of Laguerre-Gaussian [14, 15], Bessel-Gaussian [16] and Hermite-Gaussian (HG) modes [17].

While all the aforementioned approaches used linear optics for creation and detection, mode creation has also been demonstrated with nonlinear optics [18–26]. With spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC), the method of choice, one can create photon-pairs, entangled in their spatial degree of freedom [27]. It is instructive to outline how SPDC generates correlated modes, which we do here for a Gaussian pump and orbital angular momentum (OAM) modes [28] as an example. When a Gaussian beam pumps the SPDC process, it mediates the generation of paired entangled down-converted photons, signal (A) and idler (B), embedded into spatial modes satisfying \( \ell_A = -\ell_B \), as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The index \( \ell_A \) and \( \ell_B \) OAM modes characterized by an azimuthally varying phase of the form \( \exp(i\phi) \)
with helicity $\ell$. Measuring the spatial state of photons $A$ and $B$ using the methods explained earlier, e.g. SLMs, one obtains the well-known anti-correlated spiral spectrum in OAM [29], as simulated in Fig. 1(b). If SLM A is set to detect a $\ell = 2$ mode, then the detector in arm $B$ only “clicks” in coincidence with $A$ when SLM B is set to $\ell = -2$.

In this work we make use of the dual process, sum-frequency generation (SFG), for the detection and selection of spatial modes, as depicted in Fig. 1(c). Signals $A$ and $B$ are up-converted to signal $C$, whose intensity in its central spot is detected in the far field. If $A$ and $B$ are OAM modes, a non-zero SFG signal is obtained only for $\ell_A + \ell_B = 0$. The spatial modes of the light in $A$ and $B$ are controlled by SLMs, so the mode in $A$ can be determined precisely by a measurement on the up-converted signal in conjunction with a known spatial projection on $B$. In this scheme the nonlinear crystal is the detector rather than the generator. We demonstrate the concept experimentally with both OAM and HG modes, as well as illustrate that the concept may be extended to arbitrary mode structures.

We consider two input optical beams with spatial modes $M_A(x)$ and $M_B(x)$, that overlap at the nonlinear crystal to produce an up-converted beam with spatial mode $M_C(x)$. In a paraxial thin-crystal approximation where we can neglect diffraction in the SFG process, the up-converted field can be expressed as

$$M_C(x) = g M_A(x) M_B(x),$$

where $g$ is a constant that represents the strength of the process. One can exploit the form of Eq. (1) to implement a mode selector. To do so one installs a $2f$-system behind the SFG crystal, which produces the Fourier transform of the output field in the back focal plane $M_C(u) = \mathcal{F}(M_C)$. In the center of the back focal plane, one obtains

$$M_C(u = 0) \propto \int M_A(x) M_B(x) d^2 x,$$

which has the form of an inner product. If one input beam is an unknown linear combination of orthogonal modes

$$M_A(x) = \sum_n C_n \Phi_n(x),$$

by preparing the other input beam to produce the complex conjugate of one particular mode in the crystal plane $M_B(x) = \Phi_n^*(x)$, one can determine the modal content of the unknown beam

$$M_C(u = 0) \propto \sum_n C_n \int \Phi_n(x) \Phi_n^*(x) d^2 x = C_n.$$

The measured intensity in the center of the back focal plane would give $|C_n|^2$. This approach can be extended to implement a full state tomography of the unknown optical field [30].

With the concept outlined, we now proceed to the experiment, shown schematically in Fig. 2. A 5-mm-long nonlinear periodically-poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal was pumped with two lasers ($A$ and $B$) at wavelengths of 1565 nm and 806 nm, respectively, so as to obtain up-converted light at a wavelength of 532 nm via SFG. We used a non-degenerate SFG type-0 process, which required vertically polarized inputs of different wavelengths, and gave us the highest nonlinear coefficient (quadratically proportional to the up-conversion efficiency). A 806 nm wavelength narrow band diode laser (Roithner) was used to generate one of the intense laser beams directed through the crystal, obtaining 50 mW of optical power after being spatially filtered with a 50-µm-diameter pinhole (PH) to form a collimated Gaussian mode. The spatially cleaned and horizontally polarized laser beam was then directed onto a SLM (Holoeeye), allowing modulation of the spatial distribution and phase characteristics of the first diffracted order, creating our mode, $M_B$. After selection with an aperture, the first order was directed through the PPKTP crystal. A half-wave plate (HWP) changed the polarisation to vertical for the SFG process to occur within the nonlinear crystal.

A pigtailed laser diode, tuned to a wavelength of $\lambda = 1565$ nm through temperature control, was collimated to produce a Gaussian mode of 50 mW optical power. The laser light
was then modulated with a second SLM to create our mode $M_A$, the corresponding mode selected with an aperture and vertically polarized with a HWP. The two laser beams were then combined with a dichroic mirror, allowing collinear SFG in the nonlinear crystal. A short-pass filter (SPF) separated the up-converted signal from the detectable pump wavelengths. The detected mode was either coupled into a SMF or, alternatively, the on-axis intensity on a CCD camera was measured.

Two versions of the experimental setup were constructed: the first with the crystal in the Fourier plane of the SLMs and the second, to perform a high resolution up-conversion test, relaxing the SLM plane into the crystal plane by using the proper imaging system. To work in the Fourier plane for the first setup configuration, a $f = 750$ mm lens was placed $f$-away from the SLM and the crystal. The resulting signal was measured in the far-field by placing a $f = 250$ mm lens after the crystal. Figure 2 depicts the first version of the setup used to obtain the mode detection results. In the second version, an $f = 100$ mm lens was then incorporated into a 4f-system before the crystal, relaxing the SLMs plane into the crystal, allowing one to work with amplitude modulated generated images. A 4f-system was also constructed to image the crystal plane onto the CCD by adding a second $f = 300$ mm lens.

Our results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 confirm the concept of spatial mode detection by up-conversion using OAM and HG modes as examples. To quantify the quality of this spatial mode detection technique, a cross-talk matrix measurement was performed [31], showing how well we can distinguish between the desired input mode and the rest of the orthogonal modes. The measured cross-talk matrix, shown in Fig. 3, obeys the orthogonality relations with little cross-talk between neighboring spatial modes and validates the concept that a known projection in arm $B$ (on SLM B) together with a non-zero SFG “signal” results in a pattern sensitive detector for the mode in arm $A$. For instance, we see that when $M_A$ has OAM of $\ell_A = 2$, then a non-zero signal is found only when $\ell_B = -2$. Each column in Fig. 3 has been normalized with all its terms adding to unity, prior to expressing the cross-talk between the detected neighboring spatial modes in dB. The cross-talk measured values were found to be of -30 dB in average, having in the worst case scenario a value of -18 dB, being able also to easily isolate the correct input mode. The rightmost inset in Fig. 3 shows actual camera images, with a bright central spot only for the detected mode, with all other signals having practically no on-axis intensity. Note that we do not measure the radial properties of our OAM basis. Hence, we neglect the increase of radial modes when considering the up-conversion process of counter-rotating vortices [32], as it plays no role in the OAM mode detection. While our OAM measurement was phase-only, phase and amplitude modes may be detected, which we demonstrate with HG modes in Fig. 4.

Figures 4(a) and (c) show the measurement outcome when a modal decomposition was performed on a 1565 nm laser beam with a particular encoded HG$_{m,n}$ input mode, with indexes $(a) m = n = 0$ and $(c) m = n = 1$. The laser beam centered at 806 nm was used to perform a tomographic scan by varying the $m$ and $n$ indexes within the range [0,3], while measuring the resulting signal after the up-conversion process. Each cross-talk modal decomposition plot in Figs. 4(a) and (c) has been performed on a 1565 nm laser beam (on SLM B) together with a non-zero SFG “signal” results in a pattern sensitive detector for the mode in arm $A$. For instance, we see that when $M_A$ has OAM of $\ell_A = 2$, then a non-zero signal is found only when $\ell_B = -2$. Each column in Fig. 3 has been normalized with all its terms adding to unity, prior to expressing the cross-talk between the detected neighboring spatial modes in dB. The cross-talk measured values were found to be of -30 dB in average, having in the worst case scenario a value of -18 dB, being able also to easily isolate the correct input mode. The rightmost inset in Fig. 3 shows actual camera images, with a bright central spot only for the detected mode, with all other signals having practically no on-axis intensity. Note that we do not measure the radial properties of our OAM basis. Hence, we neglect the increase of radial modes when considering the up-conversion process of counter-rotating vortices [32], as it plays no role in the OAM mode detection. While our OAM measurement was phase-only, phase and amplitude modes may be detected, which we demonstrate with HG modes in Fig. 4.

Figures 4(a) and (c) show the measurement outcome when a modal decomposition was performed on a 1565 nm laser beam with a particular encoded HG$_{m,n}$ input mode, with indexes $(a) m = n = 0$ and $(c) m = n = 1$. The laser beam centered at 806 nm was used to perform a tomographic scan by varying the $m$ and $n$ indexes within the range [0,3], while measuring the resulting signal after the up-conversion process. Each cross-talk modal decomposition plot in Figs. 4(a) and (c) has been normalized with all its terms adding to unity, prior to being expressed in dB. A maximum on-axis intensity is obtained only when the 806 nm intense beam is encoded with the modes HG$_{0,0}$ and HG$_{1,1}$, as can be seen in Figs. 4(b) and (d), respectively. Here, since $M_A = HG_{0,0}$ (or HG$_{1,1}$), all signals (on-axis intensities) for $M_B$ are zero except for the case when $M_A = M_B^* = HG_{0,0}$ (or HG$_{1,1}$). The extrapolation to more complex mode structures is limited only by the transverse resolution that can be obtained from the
Fig. 5. Up-converted images measured as $M_C$ with $M_A$ (1565 nm) as a Gaussian, shown in (a), and $M_B$ (806 nm) set to be (b) lambda, (c) yin yang and (d) jay symbols. The insets show the applied amplitude modulated mask and the corresponding hologram to imprint the image onto mode $M_B$. The emerging fringes are the Moiré pattern due to the finite resolution of the SLM screen.

up-conversion process [33, 34]. In order to demonstrate the complexity of possible modes, we encoded various complex images in arm $B$, while keeping the other laser beam in arm $A$ as a Gaussian mode. In Fig. 5 we show the resulting images after the up-conversion transfer, confirming the dynamic range of the technique, i.e., the technique works even with high resolution spatial modes, being able to transfer even the emerging Moiré pattern due to the finite resolution of the SLM screen. To test whether we were measuring only the up-converted 532 nm signal in all our results and not the residual 806 nm input (also detectable by the CCD camera), we changed the polarisation of the 1565 nm beam to horizontal, checking that the up-converted signal disappeared completely.

In conclusion, we have outlined a simple concept for spatial mode detection by up-conversion and demonstrated it experimentally, using a variety of spatial mode structures. This experimental configuration paves the way for spatial mode detection of infrared band signals, but measuring them in the visible with cheaper and faster silicon based detector technology. Even though we have demonstrated the technique with high intensity signals, the results are immediately applicable to single photon states too.
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